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Theoretical study of electron impact scattering by disilane molecule is reported in this article. Total, 

elastic, excitation and differential cross sections were computed at low incident energies using R-matrix 

method through QUANTEMOL-N. The total cross section calculation was extended to higher energies 

using spherical complex optical potential formalism. The smooth transition at the overlap of two 

formalisms around the ionization threshold of the target has helped to predict cross sections over a wide 10 

energy range from 0.1 eV to 5 keV. The resonance position predicted by the present static exchange and 

static exchange plus polarization models at 3.3 and 3.0 eV respectively agrees quite well with previous 

theoretical and experimental results. The inclusion of polarization effects in the calculation has 

considerably improved the position of the resonance from the previous static exchange calculation. In 

general the results obtained for total, elastic and differential cross sections show reasonable agreement 15 

with the experiment. The excitation cross section of disilane from ground state to various excited states is 

reported for the first time. 

 

1. Introduction 

Silicon is an important element used for many applications in 20 

semiconductor industry. Various optoelectronic devices, such as 
thin film solar cells, thin film transistors and numerous other 
switching devices uses nanocrystalline silicon and polycrystalline 
silicon films [1,2]. The demand and use of collision cross section 
data for polyatomic molecules at low energy regime by electron 25 

impact have grown considerably due to their application in cold 
plasmas in the processing and fabrication of materials [3]. The 
importance of cross section data for e-Si2H6 system in the 
semiconductor technology [4,5] has stimulated the interest for 
this calculation. An extensive range of accurate collision cross 30 

section data for e-Si2H6 system is required for modeling and 
diagnostic of disilane containing low temperature plasmas having 
possible application in the processing and fabrication of 
microelectronic materials and devices [6]. Although, the low 
energy cross section data for polyatomic molecules play an 35 

important role in modeling industrial and atmospheric plasmas, 
there is still dearth in experimental [7] and theoretical [8] cross 
sections for these systems. 
Despite the importance and application of this molecule to 
diverse areas of sciences, only limited attention has been given to 40 

e-Si2H6 scattering system at low energy regime. Winstead et al 

[8] have computed elastic electron scattering cross sections viz. 
integral, differential and momentum transfer cross sections for 
Si2H6 from 5 to 30 eV using an implementation of the Schwinger 
multichannel method (SMC) using distributed memory parallel 45 

computer architecture (SMC-ae). SMC-ae is the parallel 
computer code in which all electrons are taken into account. The 

results were obtained within the static exchange (SE) 
approximation. Bettega et al [9] made use of the SMC method 
implemented with the local-density norm-conserving pseudo-50 

potentials (SMC-pp) for the calculation of integral elastic and 
differential elastic cross sections for the targets CH4, SiH4, GeH4 
and Si2H6. In SMC-pp version the core electrons are substituted 
by the pseudo-potentials and only the valence electrons are taken 
into consideration and described explicitly. The results are 55 

obtained within the SE approximation and are compared with the 
previous SMC-ae results of Winstead et al [8]. Later Bettega et al 
[10,11] used SMC method for the calculation of integral and 
differential cross sections for elastic scattering of electrons by 
X2H6 (X= B, C, Si, Ge) and methylsilane. The calculations were 60 

performed within SE approximation. The results for methylsilane 
were compared with C2H6 and Si2H6. The integral and differential 
cross sections for Si2H6 were compared with the available 
experimental results of Dillon et al [12] as well. 
Dillon et al [12] have measured the elastic differential cross 65 

sections (DCS) for e-disilane system for the incident energy from 
2 to 100 eV at an angular range of 10-1300. The DCS have been 
integrated by employing a nonlinear phase shift fitting procedure 
to obtain the integral elastic and momentum transfer cross 
sections. The continuum multiple scattering (CMS) calculations 70 

were also performed by Dillon et al [12] for comparing their 
measurements. The agreement between the measurement and 
calculation was found to be good. But, their elastic cross section 
shows a broad peak at around 5 eV which does not agree with 
any of the previously available results in terms of position and 75 

magnitude. Their inelastic energy loss spectrum shows a sharp 
peak at around 2 eV, which they attribute to a shape resonance by 
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the trapping of electron temporarily in a Si-H anti-bonding 
molecular orbital. They have also recorded the electron energy 
loss spectra of disilane over excitation energy of 20 eV and have 
given the excitation energy of disilane for various triplet and 
singlet states [13]. The lone measurement of the absolute total 5 

cross section (TCS) for e-disilane system is done by 
Szmytkowski et al [6] in the energy range from 1 to 370 eV in a 
linear transmission experiment.  There are very few experimental 
and theoretical works carried out for this target. At low energy 
regime there is a serious disagreement between the experiments 10 

of Dillon et al [12] and Szmytkowski et al [6]. The SMC and 
CMS calculations of Bettega et al [9-11] and Dillon et al [12] for 
elastic cross sections at low energies shows deviation from each 
other and the position of resonance and magnitude of cross 
section does not give a good agreement. In the intermediate 15 

energy range, Vinodkumar et al [14] have computed the total 
cross section for disilane from ionization threshold to 5000 eV 
using spherical complex optical potential (SCOP) formalism. 
Their cross section agrees quite well with the measurement of 
Szmytkowski et al [6] above 30 eV, below which it overestimates 20 

the experimental values.  
So the investigations on disilane using electron as probe are 
fragmentary and the reported results are limited to either low or 
high energy. This has motivated to study this molecule and 
produce reliable cross section data for a wide energy range (0.1 – 25 

5000 eV). At low energy regime the polarization effects are also 
included in the SE calculation to get improved results. In the 
present study, we have used two distinct formalisms: R-matrix 
[15] below the ionization threshold and SCOP [16-19] beyond 
that till 5000 eV. The extension of the low energy calculation to 30 

higher energies is possible due to a good matching of cross 
sections at the overlapping energy. The excitation cross sections 
from ground state to different excited states are also computed for 
which there is no comparison available to the best of our 
knowledge.  35 

2. Theoretical Methodology 

The theoretical methods employed here comprise of two distinct 

formalisms namely R-matrix for low energy up to 10 eV and the 

SCOP formalism from ionization threshold to 5 keV. The two 

methodologies are known to work very efficiently at their 40 

respective energy range [17]. For the low energy calculation, the 

representation of the target model employed for the calculation is 

very important as it ensures accurate and reliable results. Section 

2.1 describes the target model used for present calculation and the 

target parameters obtained in the calculation. In sections 2.2 and 45 

2.3 the R-matrix and SCOP methods are described explicitly. 

 

2.1.  Target model used for low energy calculations 

Disilane (Si2H6) has two trigonal pyramidal silicon atoms with 
hydrogen atoms attached to it with Si-H bond length of 1.47 Å 50 

[20]. The silicon atoms bond linearly with Si-Si bond length of 
2.32 Å [20]. All calculations in this work are carried out at the 
equilibrium geometry of the target using Cs point group 
symmetry which is the sub-group of D3d point group (the natural 

point group symmetry of Si2H6). The double zeta plus 55 

polarisation (DZP) basis set is employed for the construction of 
the target wave functions. The ground state Hartree-Fock 
electronic configuration is represented as 1a'2, 2a'2, 3a'2, 4a'2, 5a'2, 
6a'2, 1a''2, 7a'2, 2a''2, 8a'2, 9a'2, 10a'2, 11a'2, 3a''2, 12a'2, 4a''2, 13a'2. 
Out of 34 target electrons 20 electrons are frozen in 1a', 2a', 3a', 60 

4a', 5a', 6a', 7a', 8a', 1a'', 2a'' molecular orbitals and the remaining 
14 electrons are kept in the active space of 9a', 10a', 11a', 12a', 
13a', 14a', 15a', 3a'', 4a'', 5a'' molecular orbitals. A total number of 
2528 configuration state functions (CSFs) are generated for the 
representation of seven target states for the ground state and 95 65 

channels are included in the calculation.  
The target properties reflect the goodness of the target model 
employed. In the present study, we have obtained the ground state 
energy of -581.669 hartree which matches exactly with the 
theoretical value of -581.669 hartree given in the Computational 70 

Chemistry Comparison and Benchmark Database (CCCBDB) 
[20]. The present rotational constant 1.45 cm-1 agrees well with 
the experimental value 1.43 cm-1 [20]. For the molecules 
belonging to the D3d point group symmetry, there is no dipole 
moment which is very much evident from the present calculation 75 

giving the dipole moment to be zero. The first electronic 
excitation energy obtained in the present calculation is 7.74 eV 
which is slightly higher than the experimental value of 6.3 eV 
reported by Dillon et al [13]. This discrepancy in the excitation 
energy may be due to the use of reduced point group symmetry 80 

Cs in our calculation instead of its natural point group D3d. The 
target properties along with the available comparisons are 
summarized in table 1. 
 
Table 1. Target properties obtained for the e-Si2H6 molecule. 85 

Properties of 
Si2H6 

Present Experimental Theoretical

Ground-state 
energy (au) 
 

-581.323 -    -581.669 [20]

First excitation 
energy (eV) 
 

7.74 6.3 [13]           -

Rotational constant 
(cm-1) 
 

        1.45        1.43 [20]
          -

Dipole moment(D) 0.0 -            -

2.2. Low energy formalism (1 eV to ~ 15 eV) 

The ab-initio methods such as R-matrix method [15], Schwinger 
multichannel method [21] and Kohn variational method [22] are 
used for the calculations of various reliable cross sections viz., 
elastic, inelastic, differential, momentum transfer etc at low 90 

energy regime, which is a significant advancement in the field of 
electron-molecule collision. In the ab-initio methods, there are 
basically two important levels of approximations used for the 
calculations such as static exchange (SE) and static exchange plus 
polarization (SEP). Out of the two SE is the simplest of 95 

approximation used for the calculation of cross section. SEP 
model includes the polarization effects in the calculation, which 
improves the quality of results. In recent past, Altunata et al [23] 
have introduced an ab-initio R-matrix method using an iterative 
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Green’s-function for determining the molecular reaction matrix 
of scattering theory with smooth energy dependence. This 
method mostly takes care of all the polarization effects and treats 
both polar and non polar ion cores in a unified fashion and is 
equally valid for both short and long range potentials.  They have 5 

calculated the Rydberg and Continuum electronic states of 
calcium monofluoride (CaF), which has a highly polar ion core 
[24]. The ab-initio calculations depend mostly on the evaluation 
of accurate and reliable molecular integrals or matrix elements. 
Wong et al [25] have given closed-form analytic expressions for 10 

one- and two-electron integrals of Cartesian Gaussian orbitals 
outside the R-matrix sphere which can be used in ab-initio 
molecular scattering calculations. The molecular integral 
expressions for multielectron R-matrix methods are also 
presented in a closed form in their approach. It is a known fact 15 

that R-matrix method is the most widely used ab-initio methods. 
In this method the configuration space is divided into an inner 
region and an outer region. The inner region is a sphere of radius 
of about 10 a.u., while the outer region is infinite. For the present 
calculation, the outer region is chosen to be a sphere of radius 20 

100 a.u. In the inner region, the scattering electron and target 
electrons are indistinguishable, which makes the inner region 
problem complex with all the interaction potentials namely static, 
exchange and correlation polarization potentials embedded in it. 
The radius of the inner region is chosen in such a way that it 25 

incorporates the total wave function of the target states included 
in the calculation. For the solution of the inner region, standard 
quantum chemistry codes are employed which gives precise and 
accurate solution taking the maximum time of the calculation. 
Moreover, the inner region problem is independent of the energy 30 

of the scattering electron and is required to be solved only once. 
In the outer region, the problem becomes simpler as the scattering 
electron is quite far from the centre of mass of the target and only 
the long range multipolar interactions is dominant in this region. 
Here, single centre close-coupling approximation is used which 35 

takes less time for calculation and the solution is obtained 
quickly. The problem in the outer region is dependent on the 
energy of the scattering electron. The calculations performed in 
the present study assume a fixed nuclei approximation at the 
equilibrium geometry of the molecule. 40 

The time independent Schrödinger equation is solved using the 
inner region wave function constructed through close coupling 
approximation [26] given by, 
 

Here A is the anti-symmetrization operator obtained by imposing 45 

Pauli’s exclusion principle on the electrons. N

Iψ is the 

wavefunction of target and xN are the spatial and spin coordinates 
of the nth target electron, ζj are continuum orbital spin-coupled 

with the scattering electron and ijka  and mkb  are variational 

coefficients determined by the diagonalization of Hamiltonian 50 

matrix. The first summation runs over the configuration used in 
the close-coupling approximation and second summation over the 
continuum orbitals. Hence, the first term represents target plus 
continuum orbitals in the calculations where a static exchange 
calculation has a single Hartree-Fock target state. The second 55 

term runs over configurations χm, where all electrons are placed in 

target molecular orbitals. The present calculation uses the lowest 
number of target states, represented by a configuration interaction 
(CI) expansion in the first expansion and over thousands of 
configurations in the second.  In the present case, 7 lowest 60 

energetically excited target states are used. These configurations 
allow for both orthogonality relaxation and short-range 
polarization effects. The Hartree-Fock Self-Consistent Field 
method with Gaussian-type orbitals and the continuum orbitals of 
Faure et al. [27] are used for the representation of complete 65 

molecular orbitals in terms of occupied and virtual target 
molecular orbitals and included up to g (l = 4) orbitals. The 
partial wave expansion is used to solve Schrödinger equation for 
the electron-molecule interacting system due to its high efficiency 
at low energy regime and rapid convergence. The R-matrix acts 70 

as bridge between the inner region and the outer region boundary. 
The solution of the inner region is propagated to the outer region 
where it is matched with the asymptotic functions given by 
Gailitis expansion [28]. In the outer region, the coupled single 
centre equations describing the scattering are integrated to get the 75 

K-matrix elements. The diagonalization of the K-matrix gives the 
eigenphase sum, which is used to obtain the position and width of 
the resonances, if any. The K-matrices are used to obtain the T-
matrices as follows, 

2

1 -

iK
T

iK
=  (2) 

The T-matrices are in turn used to calculate various cross 80 

sections. The differential cross section (DCS) can also be 
evaluated employing K-matrices using the POLYDCS program 
of Sanna and Gianturco [29]. 

2.3.  High energy formalism  

The intermediate to high energy calculations were carried out 85 

using the SCOP formalism. The formulation of the interaction 
potential representing the electron target scattering system is 
given by the complex optical potential as, 

)E(r,iV+(r)V=)E(r,V iIRiopt
 (3) 

The real part of the total potential of the system given in equation 
(3) consists of static, exchange and polarization potentials as, 90 

 

)E(r,V+)E(r,V+(r)V=)E(r,V ipiexstiR
 (4) 

These potentials are the functions of incident energy (Ei) and 
radial distance (r) and accounts for various electron target 
interaction during collision. The basic input required for the 
formulation of these potential are the charge density of the target, 95 

ρ(r), ionization potential and electric dipole polarizability. The 
charge density of the target molecule is derived from the atomic 
charge densities of the atom using the parameterized Hartree-
Fock wave function of Salvat et al [30]. For the present e-Si2H6, 
we have used a single centre approach by expanding the charge 100 

density of the Si atom from the centre of mass of the Si2 and the 
lighter hydrogen atoms are expanded from the centre of the mass 
of the system by using the Bessel function expansion method 
given by Gradashteyn and Ryzhik [31]. For the static potential 
(Vst) we have used the H-F parameters given by Salvat et al [30], 105 

for the exchange potential (Vex) the parameter free Hara’s free 
electron model [32] is used and for the polarization potential (Vp), 
the correlation potential of Zhang et al. [33] is employed. The 

( )∑ ∑∑ ++
+ +=

j m
mkNmIjkNjN

I

N
I

N
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1
LL χζψψ  

(1) 
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imaginary part of the potential given in equation (3) corresponds 
to the loss of incident flux to the absorption or inelastic channel, 
which is developed from the model potential of Staszewska et al. 
[34] given by, 
 5 

)A+A+)(Akθ(p
Ek

T
ρ(r)=)E(r,V F

iF

loc
iabs 321

22

3
2∆

10

8π

2
−−








−  

(5) 

Where the local kinetic energy is given by, 

)V+V+(VE=T pexstiloc −  (6) 

Here, p2 = 2Ei and  [ ] 3/12 )(3 rkF ρπ=  is the Fermi wave 

vector. The functions A1, A2 and A3 depend differently on the 

Heaviside unit step-function, )(xθ  ionization threshold (I), 

energy parameter ∆ and Ei. ∆ is the factor that limits the effect of 10 

inelastic processes. In the original model of Staszewska et al. [34] 
have considered ∆=I, which determines the threshold below 
which absorption is not allowed. However, this is not quite true 
since excitation can happen below the ionization threshold of the 
target as well. Hence, in the present case the original model is 15 

modified by considering ∆ as an energy dependent parameter 
with first excitation energy of the target molecule as the lower 
limit [35,36]. This approximation is meaningful as it would allow 
the potential to penetrate more and allow electronic excitation 
channels to be included below ionization threshold of the target. 20 

Once all the model potentials are formulated, the radial part of the 
Schrödinger equation is solved by partial wave analysis using the 
Numerov method [37] for the given electron molecule system. 
The solution of the Schrödinger equation gives complex phase 
shift (δl) as its output, which carries the signature of electron 25 

target interaction for each partial wave. At low energies only few 
partial waves are required for convergence, but as the electron 
energy increases more and more partial waves would be required. 
These phase shifts are further employed to find the relevant cross 
sections [37] as, 30 

( ) 2

2
0

(2 1)(1 )inel i l

l

Q E l
k

π
η

∞

=

= + −∑  
           (7) 

and  

2

2
0

( ) (2 1) ex p (2 R e ) 1ie l
l

l ll iQ E
k

π η δ
∞

=

= + −∑
      

    (8) 

where exp( 2 Im )l lη δ= −  is the inelasticity or absorption 
factor for each partial wave. The total cross section can then be 
easily obtained from the sum of equation (7) and (8). 

3. Results and Discussion 35 

The present calculation focuses on the electron impact total and 
elastic cross sections of disilane over a broad energy range from 
0.1 eV to 5 keV. The electronic excitation and differential cross 
sections are also reported in the present study. The results 
obtained are presented in graphical form in Figs. 1-6. A 40 

comparison of resonance position and width predicted in the 
present calculation with existing data is given in table 2. The 
cross section data are tabulated in table 3. The data presented in 
this article is using SEP approximation, unless mentioned 
otherwise. 45 

 

Table 2. Comparison of present resonance position and width of 
Si2H6 with the previous studies.  
 

Symmetry Present Others 

 
Resonance 
Position 
(eV) 

Resonance 
Width (eV) 

Resonance 
Position (eV) 

2A' 3.37 (SE) 
3.02 (SEP) 
 

1.06 (SE) 
0.86 (SEP) 

2.5 [6] 
2.0 [12] 
3.4 [11] (SE) 

2A'' 3.31 (SE) 
3.00 (SEP) 

1.06 (SE) 
0.86 (SEP) 

 50 

Figure 1 shows the eigenphase diagram for the doublet scattering 
states (2A' and 2A'') within the SEP approximation in the reduced 
point group symmetry (Cs) of the molecule. The study of 
eigenphase sum finds significance due to its capability in locating 
resonances appearing at low energy regime. These resonances 55 

appear as prominent structures in eigenphase sums (with change 
in it sign), vibrational excitation cross section and elastic cross 
section [38]. They can lead to dissociation of the molecule 
through electron attachment processes. From the eigenphase sum 
the position of the resonances can be identified by locating the 60 

energy at which the eigenphase sum goes through zero. In the 
present study, the calculations are carried out both within the SE 
and SEP approximation. The eigenphase diagram shows  
signature of resonances at 3.37 and 3.31 eV within the SE 
approximation and 3.02 and 3.00 eV within the SEP 65 

approximation for the 2A' and 2A'' scattering states. This clearly 
indicates that inclusion of polarisation effect in the calculation 
shows the shifting of resonance position towards the low energy 
region. From table 2 it is evident that inclusion of polarization 
effects improves the calculation. Hence, inclusion of more 70 

correlation terms in the calculation may further improve the 
results. However, including all the correlation into the calculation 
is computationally taxing. Hence, in the present study the number 
of functions is restricted to obtain a reasonable result within an 
agreeable time frame. The resonances observed in the eigenphase 75 

sum can be clearly observed in the total cross section too, at the 
respective energies.  
The present resonance position calculated within the SE 
approximation agrees quite well with the previous SE calculation 
of Bettega et al [11] using SMC method. The position of the 80 

resonance structure is shifted towards the left side as the 
polarization effects are included in the calculation at around 3 eV 
showing a reasonable agreement with Szmytkowski et al [6] at 
2.5 eV and Dillon et al [12] at 2 eV. This confirms that the 
inclusion of polarization effect has improved the result in the 85 

present calculation.  
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Fig. 1 Eigen phase sum for doublet scattering states of 
Si2H6. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Excitation cross sections for e-Si2H6 scattering. 5 

 

The excitation cross sections for e-Si2H6 are plotted in figure 2 
from the ground state to different singlet and triplet excited states 
(3A'', 3A', 1A'' and 1A'). The maximum contribution to the 
excitation cross section comes from the triplet excited states (3A'' 10 

and 3A') and the threshold of the first excitation energy is at 7.74 
eV for the 3A'' and 3A' states. The threshold of the excitation 
energy for the singlet states (1A'' and 1A') is around 9 eV. These 
cross sections show the probability of getting excited to various 
energy levels of the target. This is the first ever prediction of 15 

excitation cross section for the e-Si2H2 system to the best of our 
knowledge. 
  
Table 3. Total cross section for e-Si2H6 scattering system. 
 20 

Ei (eV) Q-mol (Å
2) Ei(eV) SCOP (Å

2) 
0.1 39.76 11 57.65 
0.2 38.46 12 55.94 
0.3 37.27 13 54.52 
0.4 36.23 15 52.49 
0.5 35.33 20 49.41 
0.7 33.92 25 46.91 
1 32.68 30 44.24 

1.5 32.56 40 38.78 
2 34.99 50 34.59 

2.5 43.16 60 31.28 
3 69.89 70 28.66 

3.5 71.77 80 26.58 
4 68.86 90 24.87 

4.5 68.18 100 23.41 
5 67.14 120 21.06 

5.5 65.84 150 18.49 
6 64.67 200 15.60 

6.5 63.73 300 12.22 
7 62.97 400 10.24 

7.5 62.30 500 8.90 
8 61.52 1000 5.60 

8.5 60.67 2000 3.27 
9 59.78 3000 2.34 

9.5 58.65 4000 1.87 
10 57.09 5000 1.57 

 
 

 
Fig. 3 Symmetry components of the total cross section for 

electron scattering by Si2H6. 25 

 
Figure 3 shows the plot of total cross section for the symmetry 
components (2A' and 2A'') of the Cs point group within the SE and 
SEP approximation used in the calculation. The maximum 
contribution to the total cross section comes from the 2A' 30 

symmetry in both the models compared to 2A'' symmetry. The 
resonance position predicted by SE model for 2A' and 2A'' 
symmetry is at around 3.3 eV. The inclusion for correlation 
polarization shifts the resonance position for both the symmetries 
from 3.3 to 3.0 eV.   35 

 
 

Fig. 4 Present cross sections (TCS and elastic) compared with the 
experimental results for e-Si2H6 scattering. Solid line: Present Q-
mol (SE); Dash line: Present Qmol (SEP); Dash dot line: Present 40 

SCOP (TCS); Short dash line: Present SCOP (elastic); Star: 
Szymtkowski et al [6]; Triangle: Dillon et al [12]. 
 
For the sake of clarity and clear visibility of the cross section, the 
present TCS and elastic cross section (Qel) is compared in two 45 

curves: one along with measurements and the other along with 
the calculations. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the present 
cross sections along with the experimental results of 
Szmytkowski et al [6] and Dillon et al [12]. The cross section of 
this molecule presents a shape resonance belonging to the two 50 

fold-degenerate 2E symmetry of the D3d group, which splits into 
the 2A' and 2A'' symmetries of the Cs group. At low energies the 
present calculations predict resonances at 3.3 and 3.0 eV within 
the SE and SEP models respectively. The position of the 
resonance shows decent agreement with Szmytkowski et al [6] 55 

who observed the structure located at 2.5 eV. The integral elastic 
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cross section of Dillon et al [12] is slightly higher than 
Szmytkowski et al [6] and the present TCS data at the peak and 
they have observed broad maxima located at around 5 eV. 
However, Dillon et al [12] in their inelastic energy loss spectrum 
have observed the resonance to be located at 2 eV. The present 5 

SEP model has successfully predicted the resonance position at 
3.0 eV which is quite close to experimental value of Dillon et al 

[12] and Szmytkowski et al [6] and shows a reasonable 
improvement from the previous SE calculations. After the 
threshold of the target the present Qel data agrees quite well with 10 

the measurement of Dillon et al [12] till 100 eV. 

 
Fig. 5 Present cross sections (TCS and elastic) compared with the 
theoretical results for e-Si2H6 scattering. Solid line: Present Q-
mol (SE); Dash line: Present Q-mol (SEP); Dash dot line: Present 15 

SCOP (TCS); Dot line: Present SCOP (elastic); Dash dot dot line: 
SMC–ae [11]; Short dash line: SMC-pp [9]; Short dot: Winstead 
et al [8]; Short dash dot line: Dillon et al [12]; Line+circle: 
Vinodkumar et al [14]  
 20 

Figure 5 compares the present cross sections (TCS and elastic) 
with the available theoretical data of Winstead et al [8], Bettega 
et al [9,11], Dillon et al [12] and Vinodkumar et al [14]. At low 
energies the present SE calculation shows excellent agreement 
with the all electron Schwinger multichannel (SMC-ae) 25 

calculation of Bettega et al [11] done within the SE 
approximation throughout their energy range. The resonance 
structure predicted by both the calculations, present (SE) and the 
SMC-ae are very close to each other at 3.3 and 3.4 eV 
respectively. The pseudo-potential Schwinger multichannel 30 

(SMC-pp) calculation of Bettega et al [9] shows prominent 
structure around (2 - 3) eV and a weak structure around 7 eV. The 
SE elastic cross section calculation of Winstead et al [8] 
decreases monotonically with the increase of energy and shows a 
reasonable agreement with other results including the present one 35 

in terms of shape and nature of the cross section from 5 to 30 eV. 
The elastic cross section calculations of Dillon et al [12] by CMS 
method overestimates all other cross sections at the peak by some 
margin and predicts a broad resonance at around 5 eV. The 
present TCS computed within SEP approximation shifts the 40 

resonance structure from 3.3 to 3.0 eV which matches quite well 
with SMC-pp calculation of Bettega et al [9]. 
 
Below 50 eV the present result does not agree with Vinodkumar 
et al [14] which may be due to the difference in charge densities 45 

used in the calculation. Vinodkumar et al [14] have used Cox and 
Bonham [39] H-F parameters for the charge density, whereas in 
the present case the H-F parameters of Salvat et al [30] are used. 
It is interesting to note that the low energy R-matrix calculation 
and the intermediate energy SCOP cross section results gives 50 

very good matching at the overlap of two formalism at around the 
ionization potential of the target. This has helped to predict cross 
section over a wide energy range from 0.1 to 5000 eV using two 
distinct formalisms. 
 55 

 
 
Fig. 6 Differential cross section (DCS) for e-Si2H6 scattering at 
different energies. Solid line: Present Q-mol; Short dash line: 
Bettega et al [10]. Dash dot line:  Dillon et al (CMS) [12]; Circle: 60 

Dillon et al [12] 
 
In figure 6 we have shown the differential cross section (DCS) 
for e-Si2H6 system at the energy range from 1 to 20 eV. The DCS 
was calculated within both SE and SEP models. However, only 65 
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SEP results are plotted along with the available comparison of 
Dillon et al [12] and Bettega et al [10]. Dillon et al have done the 
measurements of DCS at 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.5, 10, 20 eV and also 
computed the DCS for energies viz. 5, 7.5, 10 and 20 eV using 
CMS method. The experimental data shows reasonable 5 

agreement with CMS data for all the energies except at low 
angles from 200 to 500. The present DCS along with Bettega et al 

[10] shows excellent agreement at low angles, whereas agreement 
becomes reasonable at higher angles for 5, 7.5 10 and 20 eV with 
the experimental results of Dillon et al [12]. Bettega et al [10] 10 

have obtained oscillatory behavior in the DCS for the entire 
energy range which they attribute due to the coupling of higher 
angular momenta of the heavier inner atoms in the scattering 
process. The same oscillatory structures are also very much 
evident from the present calculations which get pronounced at 15 

higher energies. The inclusion of polarization effects in the 
calculations (SEP model) has improved the results at higher 
angles and a decent agreement is observed with the experiment 
[12] for energies 3, 4, 5, 7.5 and 10, 15 and 20 eV. It is worth 
noting here that as more states are included in the close coupling 20 

(CC) expansion and retained in the outer region calculation, DCS 
can give a much better agreement with the experiment showing 
an improved modeling of polarization interaction.  

4. Conclusion 

In the present study, the results of electron scattering with 25 

disilane molecule are presented. The results obtained are 
interpreted in terms of eigenphase sum and various cross sections 
such as excitation, total and differential. The methodology 
employed here is the R-matrix method for low energy regime 
(from 0.1 to 10 eV). Beyond 10 eV, the SCOP formalism was 30 

employed up to 5 keV. The target properties obtained for disilane 
by R-matrix method shows good agreement with other values 
found in the literature. This confirms the reliability of the target 
model employed for the calculation. The consistency of the 
results obtained by the two formalisms is quite good and shows a 35 

smooth transition at the overlapping energy (at around 10 eV). 
This has helped us to predict cross section over a wide energy 
range from 0.1 eV to 5 keV. The sudden variation in the 
eigenphase sums at around 3.3 and 3 eV within the SE and SEP 
models clearly indicates the presence of resonances during 40 

electron target interaction.  This is very well reflected in the TCS 
at the same energies too. The structure present in the TCS at 3 eV 
within the SEP model shows a clear improvement over the 
previous calculations. Moreover, the positioning of the resonance 
shows a decent agreement with the experiments of Dillon et al 45 

[12] and Szmytkowski et al [6] whose resonances occur at 2 and 
2.5 eV respectively.  In general, the TCS obtained agrees well in 
terms of nature and shape of the curve with all the available 
experimental and theoretical cross sections. Intermediate to high 
energy calculations for total and elastic cross sections shows 50 

good agreement with the experiments of Szmytkowski et al [6] 
and Dillon et al [12]. The present elastic cross section also shows 
good agreement with other ab-initio calculations [8,9,11] from 10 
eV to 30 eV. The excitation cross sections are computed for 
which there is no comparison available. These cross sections are 55 

important as it gives the probability of the target getting excited 
to different energy levels. The present DCS shows reasonable 

agreement with the experimental and theoretical data of Dillon et 

al [12] and Bettega et al [10] at low scattering angles. One of the 
motivations behind the present study was to the compare the 60 

results obtained with or without polarization effects in the 
calculation. It was found that the position of the resonance using 
the SEP model gave a better value than SE model in comparison 
with the experimental results. There is no straightforward way to 
calculate the uncertainty in the R-Matrix calculations. An 65 

alternate option is to repeat the calculation in several different 
ways like using different basis set, increasing the r-matrix radius 
or the size of CAS or the number of states included and estimate 
the sensitivity of the calculation to these changes. Even though 
the effect of these changes may be quite small, it is found that it 70 

improves the results. However, an increase in the r-matrix radius 
or the size of CAS or number of states included might be 
computational not viable. Hence, in the present case an optimized 
number is used without compromising the reliability of the results 
obtained. Moreover, this is the first ever study to find cross 75 

section for disilane over such a wide energy range (from 0.1 eV 
to 5 keV). The present results can be very useful for modeling 
various plasma environments containing disilane molecule. 
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